CC 2012 Diesel Technology Advisory Committee Members

At Centralia College we feel that it is important to ensure that we are offering our students the highest quality educational experiences available. For this reason we maintain an advisory committee of industry professionals who are invested in the local community and who are experts in the diesel industry. This advisory committee helps to guide the college when changes in the curriculum become necessary as the diesel industry makes advances in technology or as industry demands change. Our goal is for students to be as prepared as possible for real-world applications as they enter the diesel equipment technology workforce.

Listed below are the current Advisory Committee Members as of 2013

1. Jake Fay           Diesel Tech Instructor        Centralia College
2. Jake Conrad        Diesel Tech Instructor        Centralia College
3. NC Machinery       Operations Manager             Chehalis, WA
4. NC Machinery       PSSR                             Chehalis, WA
5. Cummins Northwest  Service Manager                Chehalis, WA
6. Essex Crane Service Recruiter                      Fontana, CA
7. Pape Group         Recruiter                      Kent, WA
8. Pape Machinery     Recruiter                      Fife, WA
9. Pape Machinery     Recruiter                      Kent, WA
10. Intercity Transit  Recruiter                      Olympia, WA
11. Valley Freightliner Recruiter                      Olympia, WA
12. Walsh Trucking